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Abstract
Let N0 be the set of all non-negative integers and P(N0) be its
power set. An integer additive set-indexer (IASI) is defined as an
injective function f : V (G) → P(N0) such that the induced function
f+ : E(G)→ P(N0) defined by f+(uv) = f(u)+f(v) is also injective,
where N0 is the set of all non-negative integers. A graph G which
admits an IASI is called an IASI graph. An IASI of a graph G is
said to be an arithmetic IASI if the elements of the set-labels of all
vertices and edges of G are in arithmetic progressions. In this paper,
we discuss about a particular type of arithmetic IASI called prime
arithmetic IASI.
Key words: Integer additive set-indexers, arithmetic integer additive
set-indexers, prime arithmetic integer additive set-indexers.
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1. Introduction
For all terms and definitions, not defined in this paper, we refer to [12] and
for more about graph labeling, we refer to [8]. Unless mentioned otherwise,
all graphs considered here are simple, finite and have no isolated vertices.
Let N0 denote the set of all non-negative integers. For all A,B ⊆ N0,
the sum set of these sets, denoted by A+B, is defined by A+B = {a+ b :
a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. If either A or B is infinite, then A+B is also infinite. Hence,
all sets mentioned in this paper are finite sets of non-negative integers. We
denote the cardinality of a set A by |A|.
An integer additive set-indexer (IASI, in short) is defined in [9] as an
injective function f : V (G) → P(N0) such that the induced function f+ :
E(G) → P(N0) defined by f+(uv) = f(u) + f(v) is also injective (see
[9, 10, 16]). A graph G which admits an IASI is called an IASI-graph.
An IASI is said to be k-uniform if |f+(e)| = k for all e ∈ E(G). That
is, a connected graph G is said to have a k-uniform IASI if all of its edges
have the same set-indexing number k.
The cardinality of the labeling set of an element (vertex or edge) of a
graph G is called the set-indexing number of that element. The vertex set V
of a graph G is defined to be l-uniformly set-indexed, if all the vertices of G
have the same set-indexing number l. An element of G whose set-indexing
number 1 is called a mono-indexed element of G.
By the term an AP-set, we mean a set whose elements are in arithmetic
progression. In this paper, we study the characteristics given graphs, where
the set-labels of whose vertices and edges are AP-sets. Since the elements
of the set-labels of all elements of G are in arithmetic progression, all set-
labels must contain at least three elements. The common diﬀerence of the
set-label of an element x of a graph G is called the deterministic index of
x and is denoted by '(x). The integer ratio between the deterministic
indices of the end vertices of an edge e in G is called the deterministic ratio
of e.
Certain types of arithmetic integer additive set-indexers of given graphs
have been introduced in [18] as follows.
Let f : V (G)→ P(N0) be an IASI on G. For any vertex v of G, if f(v)
is an AP-set, then f is called a vertex-arithmetic IASI of G. A graph that
admits a vertex-arithmetic IASI is called a vertex-arithmetic IASI graph.
For an IASI f of G, if f+(e) is an AP-set, for all e ∈ E(G), then
f is called an edge-arithmetic IASI of G. A graph that admits an edge-
arithmetic IASI is called an edge-arithmetic IASI graph. An IASI is said
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to be an arithmetic integer additive set-indexer (arithmetic IASI, in short)
if it is both vertex-arithmetic and edge-arithmetic. That is, an arithmetic
IASI is an IASI f , under which the set-labels of all elements of a given
graph G are AP-sets. A graph that admits an arithmetic IASI is called an
arithmetic IASI graph.
Certain studies on the characteristics and structural properties of arith-
metic IASI-graphs have been done in [18, 19, 20] and the following are some
of the major results which are relevant in our present study.
Theorem 1.1. [18] A graph G admits an arithmetic IASI if and only if
for any two adjacent vertices in G, the deterministic index of one vertex is
a positive integral multiple of the deterministic index of the other vertex
and this positive integer is less than or equal to the set-indexing number of
the latter.
Let vi and vj are two adjacent vertices of G, with deterministic indices di
and dj respectively with respect to an IASI f of G. Then, by Theorem
1.1, f is an arithmetic IASI if and only if dj = k di, where k is a positive
integer such that 1 ≤ k ≤ |f(vi)| or equivalently, the deterministic ratio
of the edge uv is a positive integer less than or equal to the set-indexing
number of the vertex having smaller deterministic index.
Theorem 1.2. [18] Let G be a graph which admits an arithmetic IASI,
say f and let di and dj be the deterministic indices of two adjacent vertices
vi and vj in G. If |f(vi)| ≥ |f(vj)|, then for some positive integer 1 ≤ k ≤
|f(vi)| , the edge vivj has the set-indexing number |f(vi)|+ k(|f(vj)|− 1).
In this paper, we introduce the notion of prime arithmetic IASI-graphs
and study the properties and characteristics of them.
2. Prime arithmetic IASI Graphs
In this section, we first define a particular type of biarithmetic IASI of a
given graph as follows.
Definition 2.1. A prime arithmetic integer additive set-indexer (prime
arithmetic IASI) of a graph G is an arithmetic IASI f : V (G) → P(N0),
where, for any two adjacent vertices in G the deterministic index of one
vertex is a prime integer multiple of the deterministic index of the other,
where this prime integer is less than or equal to the set-indexing number
of the second vertex.
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In other words, an arithmetic IASI f is a prime arithmetic IASI on G if
for any two adjacent vertices vi and vj of G with the deterministic indices
di and dj respectively where di ≤ dj , dj = pidi where pi is a prime integer
such that 1 < pi ≤ |f(vi)|.
In the following discussions, we discuss the admissibility of prime arith-
metic IASI by certain graphs. The following theorem discusses a necessary
and suﬃcient condition for a given graph to admit a prime arithmetic IASI.
Theorem 2.2. A graph G admits a prime arithmetic IASI if and only if
it is bipartite.
Proof. Let G be a bipartite graph with a bipartition (X,Y ). Label all
the vertices in X by distinct AP-sets having the same common diﬀerence d
and label all the vertices of Y by distinct AP-sets having the same common
diﬀerence d0, where d0 = p d, where p = minv∈X |f(v)| is a prime integer.
This set-labeling is a prime-arithmetic IASI defined on G.
Conversely, assume that G admits a prime arithmetic IASI, say f . Let
v be an arbitrary vertex of G. Let V1 denote the set of all vertices that are
adjacent to v. Since G is a prime arithmetic IASI graph, for any vertex v0
in V1, either '(v0) = pi'(v); pi ≤ |f(v)| (or '(v) = pj'(v); pi ≤ |f(v0)|),
where pi (or pj) is a prime integer. Now, let V2 be the neighbouring set
of V1. Since, G admits a prime arithmetic IASI, no vertices in V2 can be
adjacent to v. Let V3 be the neighbouring set of the vertices of V2 and
as explained above no vertices of V1 will be adjacent to the vertices in
V3. Proceeding like this in finite number of times, say m, we cover all the
vertices of G. Let X =
mS
i=0
V2i and Y =
mS
i=0
V2i+1. Clearly, (X,Y ) is a
bipartition on G. 2
The following are some illustrations of the graphs which admit prime
arithmetic IASIs.
Remark 2.3. Due to Theorem 2.2, the paths, trees, even cycles and all
acyclic graphs admit prime arithmetic IASIs.
Illustration 2.4. The subdivision graph of any non-trivial graphG admits
a prime arithmetic IASI graph.
A subdivision graph, denoted by G∗, is the graph obtained by introducing
a vertex to every edge of G. Then, G∗ is a bipartite graph. Hence, by
Theorem 2.2, G∗ admits a prime arithmetic IASI.
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Illustration 2.5. Every median graph admits a prime arithmetic IASI.
A median graph G is an undirected graph in which every three vertices u, v
and w have a unique vertex x that belongs to shortest paths between each
pair of u, v,and w. Clearly, G is a bipartite graph and hence by Theorem
2.2, G admits a prime-arithmetic IASI.
Illustration 2.6. Every hypercube graph Qn and partial cube graph ad-
mit a prime arithmetic IASI.
Every hypercube graph Qn is a Cartesian product of two bipartite graphs
and hence it is a bipartite graph. Then, by Theorem 2.2, Qn admits a prime-
arithmetic IASI. A partial cube is a graph that is an isometric subgraph of
a hypercube. Since it preserves distances, it is also a bipartite graph and
hence admits a prime arithmetic IASI.
3. Dispensing Number of Certain Graph Classes
By Theorem 2.2, a non-bipartite graph does not admit a prime arithmetic
IASI. That is, some edges of a non-bipartite graph have non-prime deter-
ministic ratio. Then, we define the following notion.
Definition 3.1. The minimum possible number of edges in a graph G that
do not have a prime deterministic ratio is called the dispensing number of
G and is denoted by ϑ(G).
In other words, the dispensing number of a graph G is the minimum
number of edges to be removed from G so that it admits a prime arithmetic
IASI. Hence, we have
Theorem 3.2. If b(G) is the number of edges in a maximal bipartite sub-
graph of a graph G, then ϑ(G) = |E(G)|− b(G).
Proof. Let G be a non-bipartite graph which has n vertices andm edges.
Let f be an arithmetic IASI defined on G which labels the vertices of G
in such a way that maximum number of edges have a prime deterministic
ratio. This can be done by assigning distinct AP-sets to the vertices of G in
such a way that the deterministic index of a vertex (other than the vertex
having the smallest deterministic index) is a prime multiple of the common
diﬀerence of the set-label of some other vertex in G. Let Ep be the set of
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all edges in G which have a prime deterministic ratio in G with respect to
f . Then, clearly the induced subgraph hEpi of G is a maximal bipartite
subgraph of G. The edges in G − hEpi do not have a prime deterministic
ratio. Therefore, ϑ(G) = |G− hEpi| = |E(G)|− |hEpi| = |E(G)|− b(G). 2
Invoking Theorem 3.2, we investigate the sparing number about the
dispensing number of certain graph classes.
Proposition 3.3. The dispensing number of an odd cycle is 1.
Proof. Let Cn be an odd cycle. Since no bipartite graphs contain odd
cycles, Cn is not a bipartite graphs. Let e be any edge of Cn. Then, Cn− e
is a path on n vertices, which is a bipartite graph. Therefore, for odd n,
ϑ(Cn) = 1. 2
The union of two graphs G1 and G2, denoted by G1 ∪G2, is the graph
whose vertex set is V (G1) ∪ V (G2) and the edge set E(G1) ∪ E(G2). If
two graphs G1 and G2 have no common elements, then their union is said
to be the disjoint union. The following theorem estimates the dispensing
number of the union of two graphs.
Theorem 3.4. Let G1 and G2 be two given IASI-graphs. Then, ϑ(G1 ∪
G2) = ϑ(G1) + ϑ(G2) − ϑ(G1 ∩ G2). In particular, if G1 and G2 are two
edge-disjoint graphs, then ϑ(G1 ∪G2) = ϑ(G1) + ϑ(G2).
Proof. LetG1 and G2 admit arithmetic IASIs, say f1 and f2 respectively
such that f1(vi) 6= f2(wj) for any two distinct vertices vi ∈ V (G1) and
wj ∈ V (G2). Define a function f : V (G1 ∪G2)→ P(N0) as follows.
f(v) =
(
f1(v) if v ∈ V (G1)
f2(v) if v ∈ V (G2).
If G1 and G2 are edge-disjoint, no edge in G1 has the same set-label of a
vertex in G2. Hence f is injective. Therefore, ϑ(G1∪G2) = ϑ(G1)+ϑ(G2).
If G1 and G2 have some edges in common, then G1 ∩ G2 is the graph
induced by these edges. Then, f1 = f2 for all the vertices in G1 ∩ G2.
Therefore, the graphs G1−G1∩G2, G2−G1∩G2 and G1∩G2 are disjoint
graphs whose union is the graph G1∪G2. Hence, G1∪G2 = (G1−G1∩G2)∪
(G2 −G1 ∩G2) ∪ (G1 ∩G2). Then, by the above argument, ϑ(G1 ∪G2) =
ϑ(G1−G1∩G2)+ϑ(G2−G1∩G2)+ϑ(G1∩G2) = ϑ(G1)+ϑ(G2)−ϑ(G1∩G2).
This completes the proof. 2
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Invoking Theorem 3.4, we establish the following theorem on the dis-
pensing number of Eulerian graphs.
Theorem 3.5. The dispensing number of an Eulerian graph G is the num-
ber of odd cycles in G.
Proof. Let G be an Eulerian graph. Then, G can be decomposed
into a finite number of edge disjoint cycles. Let Cn1 , Cn2 , Cn3 , . . . , Cnl be
the edge disjoint cycles in G such that G = ∪li=1Cni . Without loss of
generality let Cn1 , Cn2 , Cn3 . . . Cnr are odd cycles Cnr+1 , Cnr+2 , . . . , Cnl are
even cycles. By Theorem 2.2, the dispensing number of even cycles is 0
and by Proposition 3.3, the dispensing number of odd cycles is 1. Since
The cycles in G are edge disjoint, all odd cycles in G has one edge that has
no prime deterministic ratio. Therefore, by Theorem 3.4, the dispensing
number of G is equal to the number of odd cycles in G. 2
A cactus G is a connected graph in which any two simple cycles have
at most one vertex in common. That is, every edge in a cactus belongs to
at most one simple cycle. The cycles in a cactus are edge disjoint. Hence,
we have
Theorem 3.6. The dispensing number of a cactus G is the number of odd
cycles in G.
Proof. Let G be a cactus. Let Cn1 , Cn2 , Cn3 , . . . , Cnl be cycles in G. All
these cycles are edge disjoint. Without loss of generality let
Cn1 , Cn2 , Cn3 . . . Cnr are odd cycles Cnr+1 , Cnr+2 , . . . , Cnl are even cycles.
By Theorem 2.2, the dispensing number of even cycles is 0 and by Propo-
sition 3.3, the dispensing number of odd cycles is 1. Then, all odd cycles
in G has one edge that has no prime deterministic ratio. Therefore, by
Theorem 3.4, the dispensing number of G is equal to the number of odd
cycles in G. 2
An interesting graph class we wish to study in this context is the class
of wheel graphs. A wheel graph, denoted by Wn+1 is the graph obtained
by joining every vertex of a cycle Cn to an external vertex. The following
result discusses the dispensing number of wheel graphs.
Proposition 3.7. The dispensing number of a wheel graph Wn+1 is given
by dn2 e.
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Proof. LetWn+1 = Cn+K1. Let v be the central vertex and v1, v2, . . . , vn
be the vertices of the cycle Cn in Wn+1. Then, any two adjacent vertices in
Cn, together with the central vertex v induce a triangle in Wn+1 and hence
Wn+1 is not a bipartite graph. Here, we need to consider the following two
cases.
(i) Let n be even. Then, Cn is bipartite. Also, there are n triangles in
Wn+1 such that any two neighbouring triangles have a common edge.
We can group these triangles into n2 distinct pairs of neighbouring
triangles having exactly one common edge. On removing this common
edge, each pair of these triangles reduces to a cycle C4, which is
bipartite. Hence, removal of the common edges from all pairs of
triangles, the graph reduces to the union of even cycles. Hence, the
reduced graph is a (maximal) bipartite subgraph of Wn+1. In this
case, the minimum number of edges removed from the wheel graph
Wn+1 is n2 .
(ii) Let n be odd. Then, Cn is not bipartite and one edge of Cn is to be
removed so that it becomes bipartite. Here, also we have n triangles
inWn+1 and as mentioned in the previous case of which, we can group
these triangles into bn2 c distinct pairs of neighbouring triangles which
have exactly one common edge and one triangle will remain unpaired.
First, remove the edge common to this unpaired triangle and the cycle
Cn. so that both become bipartite. Now, as mentioned in the previous
case, remove the common edges from all paired triangles. Now, the
wheel graph is reduced to the union of even cycles and hence the
reduced graph is bipartite. In this case, the minimum number of
edges removed from the wheel graph Wn+1 is 1 + bn2 c.
Combining both the above cases, we have ϑ(Wn+1) = dn2 e.
This completes the proof. 2
In the next theorem, we discuss the dispensing number of the join of two
graphs.
Theorem 3.8. Let G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2) be two non-empty graphs.
The dispensing number of G1+G2 is ϑ(G1+G2) = min{|E1|+ϑ(G2), |E2|+
ϑ(G1)}.
Proof. Let G = G1 + G2. Then, any pair of adjacent vertices in G1
induces a triangle in G together with any vertex in G2. Similarly, any pair
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of adjacent vertices in G2 induces a triangle in G together with any vertex
in G1. Hence, the edges in either G1 or G2 must be completely removed as
the first step to construct a bipartite subgraph of G.
If we remove all edges of G1, then additionally ϑ(G2) properly chosen
edges are to be removed from G2 also so that G2 is also reduced to a
bipartite graph. The resultant graph will be a bipartite graph and the
number of edges removed here is |E1|+ ϑ(G2).
If we are removing all edges of G2, then additionally ϑ(G1) edges are
also to be removed from G1 also so that G1 is also reduced to a bipartite
graph. Then, the resultant graph will be a bipartite graph and the number
of edges removed here is |E2|+ ϑ(G1).
Therefore, the dispensing number of G1+G2 is min{|E1|+ϑ(G2), |E2|+
ϑ(G1)}. 2
Theorem 3.9. Let G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2) be two non-empty graphs.
The dispensing number of their Cartesian product G12G2 is ϑ(G12G2) =
|V1|ϑ(G2) + |V2|ϑ(G1).
Proof. Let G = G12G2. It is to be noted that there are |V1| copies
of G2 and |V2| copies of G1 in G12G2, where the corresponding vertices
of two copies of G1 are connected according to the adjacency of the corre-
sponding vertices in G2 and the corresponding vertices of two copies of G2
are connected according to the adjacency of the corresponding vertices in
G1. Then, we can see that ϑ(G1) edges are to be removed from each copy
of G1 so that each of them becomes bipartite. Similarly, ϑ(G2) edges are to
be removed from each copy of G2 so that each of them becomes bipartite.
Hence, V1|ϑ(G2) + |V2|ϑ(G1) copies are to be removed from G so that it
becomes bipartite. Therefore, ϑ(G12G2) = |V1|ϑ(G2) + |V2|ϑ(G1). 2
Theorem 3.10. Let G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2) be two non-empty graphs.
The dispensing number of their corona product G1 ¯G2 is ϑ(G1 ¯G2) =
ϑ(G1) + |V1||E2|.
Proof. It is to be noted that every edge of every copy of G2 is a part
of a triangle in G1¯G2, induced by its end vertices and the corresponding
vertex in G1. Therefore, all edges of all copies of G2 must be removed as the
first step to reduce G1¯G2 bipartite. Also, ϑ(G1) edges are to be removed
from G1 so that its reduced graph also becomes bipartite. Therefore, a
total of ϑ(G1) + |V1||E2| edges are to be removed from G1 ¯ G2 so that
becomes bipartite. Therefore, ϑ(G1 ¯G2) = ϑ(G1) + |V1||E2|. 2
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In view of Theorem 3.2, we discuss the dispensing number of complete
graphs Kn in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.11. The dispensing number of a complete graph Kn is
ϑ(Kn) =
(
1
4n(n− 2) if n is even
1
4(n− 1)2 if n is odd.
Proof. The maximal bipartite subgraph of Kn is a complete bipartite
graph Ka,b, where a+ b = n. The number of edges in Kn −Ka,b is 12(a+
b)(a+ b− 1)− ab = 12(a2 + b2 − a− b) =
1
2 [a(a− 1) + b(b− 1)]. Then, we
have the following cases.
Case-1: Let n be an even integer. Then, the number of edges in Ka,b is
maximum if a = b = n2 . Hence, by Theorem 2.2, the dispensing number of
Kn is 12 [
n
2 (
n
2 − 1) +
n
2 (
n
2 − 1)] =
1
4n(n− 2).
Case-2: Let n be an odd integer. Then, the number of edges in Ka,b is
maximum if a = bn2 c = n+12 and b = dn2 e = n+12 for odd n. Then, by
Theorem 2.2, the dispensing number of Kn is 12 [
n−1
2 (
n−1
2 − 1)+
n+1
2 (
n+1
2 −
1)] = 14(n− 1)2. This completes the proof. 2
Another interesting graph whose vertex set has two partitions is a split
graph. A split graph is a graph whose vertex has two partitions of which
one is an independent set, say S and the subgraph induced by the other is
a block, say Kr. A split graph is said to be a complete split graph if every
vertex of the independent set S is adjacent to all vertices of the block Kr.
Invoking Theorem 3.11, we estimate the dispensing number of a split
graph and complete split graph in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.12. Let G be a split graph with a block Kr and an indepen-
dent set S, where Kr ∪ hSi. Then,
ϑ(G) =
(
1
4r(r − 2) if r is even
1
4(r − 1)2 if r is odd.
Proof. Since S is an independent set in G, the maximal bipartite sub-
graph of G is obtained by eliminating required number of edges from the
block Kr only. Since Kr is a complete graph in G, by Theorem 3.11, the
minimum number of edges to be removed from Kr so that it becomes a
bipartite graph is 14r(r − 2) if r even and
1
4(r − 1)2 if r is even. Therefore,
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ϑ(G) =
(
1
4r(r − 2) if r is even
1
4(r − 1)2 if r is odd.
2
Another graph class similar to cactus graphs is a block graph (or a clique
tree) which is defined as an undirected graph in which every biconnected
component (block) is a clique. The following theorem estimates the dis-
pensing number of a block graph
Theorem 3.13. The dispensing number of a block graph G is the sum of
the dispensing numbers of the cliques in G.
Proof. Let Kn1 ,Kn2 ,Kn3 , . . .Knl be the cliques in G. Since G is a block
graph, then any two cliques in it hs at most one common vertex. That is, all
cliques in G are edge disjoint. then, by Theorem 3.4, ϑ(G) = ϑ(∪li=1Kni) =Pl
i=1 ϑ(Kni). 2
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed some characteristics of graphs which admit
a certain types of IASIs called prime arithmetic IASI. We have established
some conditions for some graph classes to admit this types of arithmetic
IASIs and have explained certain properties and characteristics of prime
arithmetic IASI-graphs. Some of the problems in this area we have identi-
fied are the following.
A cactus is a subclass of outer planar graphs. An outer planar graph
is a planar graph all of whose vertices belong to the exterior unbounded
plane of the graph. In an outer planar, two simple cycles can have at most
one edge in common.
Problem 1. Find the dispensing number of outer planar graphs.
Problem 2. Determine the dispensing number of other graph operations
such as graph ringsums, graph complements etc.
Problem 3. The problem of finding the dispensing number of other graph
products like strong product, direct product, lexicographic product, rooted
product etc.
Problem 4. The problem of finding the dispensing number of various
graph classes such as bisplit graphs, sun graphs, sunlet graphs etc.
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Problems related to the characterisation of diﬀerent arithmetic IASI-
graphs are still open. The IASIs under which the vertices of a given graph
are labeled by diﬀerent standard sequences of non negative integers, are also
worth studying. The problems of establishing the necessary and suﬃcient
conditions for various graphs and graph classes to admit certain IASIs still
remain unsettled. All these facts highlight a wide scope for further studies
in this area.
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